How To Pay Taxes And How Not To Pay Them

This is First of a Series of Articles on Your Tax

By E. H. Wharton

NOVEMBER 23, 1928

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
LOCAL AGENTS DO BIG YEAR'S WORK

Seventeen Salesmen To Date
Fullfill Sales Quota For The Year

JOIN ANNUAL CONVENTION
Big Year's Work Began Last March and Is In Close In February

Sellers realize inland mining for the insurance companies in Michigan are more careful of their employes this year than in the annual convention of the Real Estate

Prepared by the American Farm Bureau Federation

MICHIGAN EXPECTS BIG DELEGATION AT A. F. B. F. CONVENTION

Oil Operations Present Varied Local Problems

State Urges Farmers To Use Discretion In Every Grant Of Lease

Many Points to Watch

Standard Lease Forms May Be Lacking In Points Of Vital Importance

Property owners of Michigan, who stand fast in oil producing counties, or those who are about to lease their property, may have been "perfect" but which fails to suit the buyer when brought out Friday by the state

owner in this industrial area. This is based on the necessity for business like the present in the oil industry. The owner in this industrial area. This is based on the necessity for business

should be contained in each contract. And drilling is to be done are given

In every case, it is advisable to pay your taxes

Avoid the Penalty

Before your rental statement is converted it into cash.

If you have good reason for believing that part of your tax is not in your favor, you should pay your taxes before the
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The Idea of Selling Ten years ago a friend and I went to sell a fly fishing outfit, explaining that a teacher of agriculture, farm marketing, and farm management had any great response from men engaged in selling because of their numbers. We found the same thing to be true today.

For the third time, in as many years, the State Farm Bureau has staged a twelvemonth school of agriculture and each school has a tremendous amount of work. The activities of the co-operative movement throughout the state. The school was attended by over 150 individuals who are well educated in their fields. The school was advertised as offering an optional, suitable education.

The State Farm Bureau will hold its annual meeting in December. The meeting will be held in conjunction with the Michigan State Farmers' Association and will be a three-day event. It will start on Monday, December 24th and finish on Thursday, December 27th.

The program will include various farm organizations. There will be a keynote address by a well-known farm leader, and the meeting will be a great success.
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Editorials

Deciding Issues

Once a year the big issues confronting agriculture are given an official voice as approval or disapproval as the case may be, by various farm organizations.

Delegate assemblies can represent their respective groups and they will still discuss major issues of importance. They will be held.

On December 16, and for three days, the American Farm Bureau Federation assembles its delegates from 40 states and provides them with the opportunities to the Farmer Bureau and Farm Bureau organization.

This is good business, these conventions. The Farm Bureau meeting is one that gives its representatives the opportunity to represent the opinions of the farmers of the state.

Michigan, because it is situated as close to the convention center, has been fortunate in the representation of each state. This year there should be an even greater number of the members of the organization than ever before.

Two weeks after the Michigan meeting a large organization was a fine showing and made an indelible impression on the meeting. Shortly a year from now we may be looking at the same or a slightly poorer organization.

All members can afford to take three days off, or even one day, to attend a meeting in Chicago but the increased turn-out for your own representative is a great encouragement. We see a great opportunity for the future of the organization.

Not all members can afford to take three days off, or even one day, to attend a meeting in Chicago but the increased turn-out for your own representative is a great encouragement. We see a great opportunity for the future of the organization.

The following tax schedule is for your information:

HOW TAXES SHOULD BE PAID AND THINGS TO WATCH

Your tax bill should be paid on time. Your property should be explained and assessed in such a manner that your payment will be equal to the full, true market value in the hands of a willing buyer and a willing seller.

If you have any disagreements with the assessment, write to the County Clerk who is empowered to correct any errors in the assessment. If you disagree with the decision of the County Clerk, you may appeal to the State Board of Equalization and Tax Appeals. If you disagree with the decision of the State Board, you may appeal to the Circuit Court.
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Ohio and Wisconsin

The Ohio and Wisconsin State Farm Bureaus have announced that they will hold their annual meetings in December. The meetings will be held in conjunction with the Michigan State Farm Bureau and will be a three-day event.

Farms and the City

In the city there are many farms that are being used for business purposes. These farms are valuable properties and should be taxed accordingly.

The Farm Bureau has the responsibility of representing the farmer and seeing that his taxes are fair and reasonable. It is the obligation of the Farm Bureau to see that the farmer is not overtaxed.
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Advertising

Advertising is an important part of the farm business. It is a necessary evil and must be done.

Advertising helps the farmer to sell his products. It is a way of informing the public of the quality and quantity of his products. It also helps to keep prices up.

In order to have a successful advertising program, the farmer must have a clear idea of what he is trying to sell. He must also know his audience and how to reach them.

Advertising should be done in such a way that it is informative to the public. It should not be too aggressive or too sales-oriented.
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Clothing Department

Michigan State Farm Bureau

232 N. Dearborn St.
Lansing, Mich.
Hearings Are To Be Resumed
On Hope Bill Early In December
PACKERS AGAINST BILL
Co-operative Marketing Is Not Included In The
Proposed Bill

The House Committees on agriculture have made plans to open some
sessions on a proposed bill which would have dire effects on the
State of Michigan agriculture, according to Jim Olds, Mecosta County Farm
Bureau member. The bill is designed to do away with the National Live Stock
and Meat Board, which has been in operation for years. The bill is in the
preliminary stages of discussion, but the fact that the House has decided
that it is to be considered at all indicates that it is a very real possibility that
the bill might become law.

The House bill providing for the do away of the National Live Stock
and Meat Board would provide for the establishment of a commission to
be composed of one member from each of the states in the Union, who
would be appointed by the President of the United States. The commission
would have the power to regulate all phases of the livestock industry, but
the bill would provide that the commission should not be composed of
members of any political party.

The bill would provide for the establishment of a commission to be
composed of one member from each of the states in the Union, who
would be appointed by the President of the United States. The commission
would have the power to regulate all phases of the livestock industry, but
the bill would provide that the commission should not be composed of
members of any political party.

The bill would provide for the establishment of a commission to be
composed of one member from each of the states in the Union, who
would be appointed by the President of the United States. The commission
would have the power to regulate all phases of the livestock industry, but
the bill would provide that the commission should not be composed of
members of any political party.

The bill would provide for the establishment of a commission to be
composed of one member from each of the states in the Union, who
would be appointed by the President of the United States. The commission
would have the power to regulate all phases of the livestock industry, but
the bill would provide that the commission should not be composed of
members of any political party.
OFFICIALS WARN \n
1. THEY ARE SELECTED. All our coal is the result of elimination tests for dependable fuels that are pure and clean; easy lighting; high, and economical; long lasting; and low ash content.

2. ALWAYS THE SAME. Farm Bureau coals meet all criteria and therefore are uniform. Coal from different parts of the same field may be considerably different in burning qualities. You can depend on Farm Bureau coals.

3. PREPARATION STANDARDS HIGH. We have selected mines that clean their coals to highest standards of purity. They grade carefully. Samples taken daily from each mine output are tested in the laboratory to be sure that domestic heating standards are maintained. Lower grade lots are diverted into the steam coal trade.

Ask Your Co-op or Farm Bureau Agent For These Farm Bureau Coals

Quick Heat
Red Jockey
Fire Brand

Why Farm Bureau Coals Give You Top Quality Fuel